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ABSTRACT

The goal of this work is to detect new spoken terms defined by users. While most previous works address Keyword Spotting (KWS) as a closed-set classification problem, this limits their transferability to unseen terms. The ability to define custom keywords has advantages in terms of user experience. In this paper, we propose a metric learning-based training strategy for user-defined keyword spotting. In particular, we make the following contributions: (1) we construct a large-scale keyword dataset with an existing speech corpus and propose a filtering method to remove data that degrade model training; (2) we propose a metric learning-based two-stage training strategy, and demonstrate that the proposed method improves the performance on the user-defined keyword spotting task by enriching their representations; (3) to facilitate the fair comparison in the user-defined KWS field, we propose unified evaluation protocol and metrics.

Our proposed system does not require an incremental training on the user-defined keywords, and outperforms previous works by a significant margin on the Google Speech Commands dataset using the proposed as well as the existing metrics.

Index Terms— User-defined keyword spotting, Metric learning

1. INTRODUCTION

As an entry point to many speech-enabled systems, the performance of KWS systems is critical to providing a satisfactory user experience. While most existing KWS systems are based on a set of predefined keywords, the ability to define custom keywords can significantly improve user experience. For instance, the use of different keywords on different devices prevents accidental wake of nearby devices, and it also provides a layer of security by preventing access from strangers.

Most recent KWS methods \cite{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} are based on classification networks that distinguish between target keywords and non-target noises. On the other hand, keyword spotting is closer to a detection task than a classification task, where the keywords are spotted from a range of unknown sounds. Therefore, user-defined keyword spotting can be naturally formulated as a metric learning problem, similar to face and speaker verification. To this end, we propose a metric learning-based training strategy to learn effective representations that can be used in query-by-keyword systems.

In many metric learning applications such as face \cite{6, 7, 8} and speaker recognition \cite{9, 10, 11}, it has been demonstrated that the number of training classes strongly correlates with performance on the downstream task. However, the popular Google Speech Commands (GSC) dataset \cite{12} only contains 35 classes, which is insufficient to facilitate good generalisation. To generate additional training data, previous works \cite{13, 14, 15} extract keywords from Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) datasets with a forced aligner \cite{16} and then use them as training data. However, this approach does not guarantee the quality of the extracted keyword data. To mitigate this issue, we propose a new filtering method based on Character Error Rate (CER) to verify whether or not the extracted keywords are properly segmented using a pre-trained speech recognition model.

We conduct a wide variety of experiments using a range of objective functions borrowed from recent few-shot learning literature. Moreover, we propose a two-stage training strategy where we first pre-train the model on a large-scale out-of-domain corpus, then fine-tune the model on smaller in-domain data. We perform extensive ablations on the amount of training data, the two-stage training strategy, and various parameters to find their effects on KWS performance.

Finally, we list a number of metrics that are suitable for the user-defined keyword spotting as a detection task. While most existing works use the classification accuracy to evaluate their systems, the metrics of interest to the developers of KWS applications are the False Alarm Rates (FAR) and False Rejection Rates (FRR) at given operating points, represented on a Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curve. Moreover, there is no standard evaluation protocol in the field that enables fair comparisons with different works. To this end, we propose an evaluation protocol that is relevant to the detection task. We evaluate the performance of the proposed methods on GSC dataset, using the existing metrics. Our model outperforms comparable works by a significant margin.

1.1. Related Works

In recent years, with the advances in deep learning technology, deep neural networks have been applied to the keyword spotting research. \cite{17} utilises Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to KWS, and \cite{18} explores depthwise separable convolution and point-wise convolution for the KWS task.

With the intimate involvement of technology into our daily lives, personalized services and privacy have become more important. As a result, there has been growing attention on \textit{user-defined} keyword spotting technology. The user-defined KWS task can be viewed from two perspectives – as a \textit{classification task} or a \textit{detection task}.

\cite{13, 14, 19} solve user-defined keyword spotting task as a classification task. \cite{19} classifies non-target keywords into multiple classes in pre-training, and re-trains the model on the target keywords with data augmentation. \cite{13} replaces the last linear layer with a randomly initialized linear layer during fine-tuning. \cite{14} reinforces the model’s representation capability by pre-training their model on the multilingual keyword dataset.

Some works \cite{15, 20} approach the problem of KWS as a detection task. \cite{15} designs a model architecture with multi-head attention layers and introduces soft-triplet loss, which is a combination of triplet loss and softmax loss for learning feature representations. \cite{20} proposes metric learning-based prototypical network that can effectively extract distinctive features to detect user-defined keywords. The method still requires an additional incremental training process to adapt the model to the target user-defined keywords. In contrast, our method does not require any incremental training during enrollment.
We construct a new large-scale keyword dataset, named LibriSpeech Keywords and one-letter words are removed, because they consist mostly of noises or utterances that may occur before or after the keyword in a real-world scenario. The extracted keywords are truncated by 1 second to include noises or utterances. They also divide the datasets into training and test splits without considering the duplication of keywords between the sets.

In contrast, to validate the aligned keyword data, we evaluate CER on each of the keyword instances with a pre-trained speech recognition model and decide whether to include each data into the final training set. Moreover, we ensure that the keywords used in the pre-training or fine-tuning do not appear in the user-defined test data. Therefore, our experimental setup better addresses the user-defined keyword spotting problem in comparison to the previous literature.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Large-scale Keyword Dataset

We construct a new large-scale keyword dataset, named LibriSpeech Keywords (LSK), consisting of 1,000 keyword classes extracted from the LibriSpeech corpus [21]. We utilise a pre-trained wav2vec 2.0 model [23] to force-align individual words from utterance-level labels. The wav2vec 2.0 model is pre-trained on 960 hours of unlabeled audio from LibriSpeech dataset and fine-tuned on the same audio with the corresponding transcript. These embeddings are still not sufficiently discriminative because the equation only penalises the classification error. Cosine margin $\tau_s$ is incorporated into the equation to mitigate this issue:

$$L_N = -\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \log \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} e^{\cos(\theta_{y_i,j})}}{\sum_{j=1}^{M} e^{\cos(\theta_{y_i,j})} + \sum_{j \neq y_i} e^{\cos(\theta_{y_i,j})}}.$$  

where $\cos(\theta_{y_i,j})$ is a dot product of normalised vector $W_j$ and $x_i$.

These embeddings are still not sufficiently discriminative because the equation only penalises the classification error. Cosine margin $\tau_s$ is incorporated into the equation to mitigate this issue:

$$L_N = -\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \log \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} e^{\cos(\theta_{y_i,j})}}{\sum_{j=1}^{M} e^{\cos(\theta_{y_i,j})} + \sum_{j \neq y_i} e^{\cos(\theta_{y_i,j})}}.$$  

where $s$ is a fixed scale factor to prevent gradient from getting too small in training phase.

Angular Prototypical. The objective of prototypical loss [26] is to learn effective representations by explicitly optimising the distance between the query and the prototype (support set). In particular, we use the Angular Prototypical (AP) loss [27], which replaces the Squared Euclidean distance in the regular prototypical loss function with the cosine distance. For each keyword in a mini-batch, we consider one utterance out of $M$ utterances as the query set, and the others as the support set. We will assume that the query is $M$-th utterance from every keyword for simplicity. Then the prototype (or centroid) for class $k$ is:

$$e_k = \frac{1}{M-1} \sum_{i=1}^{M-1} e_{k,i},$$  

where $e_{k,i}$ denotes an embedding feature. We use a cosine-based similarity metric with learnable scale $w$ and bias $b$, as in the GE2E loss [28].

$$S_{j,k} = w \cdot \cos(e_{j,M}, e_k) + b.$$  

During training, each query example is classified against $B$ classes in the mini-batch based on the softmax over distances to each keyword prototype:

$$L_{AP} = -\frac{1}{B} \sum_{j=1}^{B} \log \frac{e^{S_{j,k}}}{\sum_{k=1}^{M} e^{S_{j,k}}}.$$  

Inference, we consider the remaining 10 keywords of GSC dataset to be user-defined keywords, simulating the real-world deployment scenario. Note that the GSC and LSK datasets exhibit different characteristics in terms of acoustics and word isolation, hence the need for fine-tuning.

2.3. Objective Functions

In this paper, we compare the baseline softmax loss and two metric learning-based objective functions. $N$ denotes the number of utterances per mini-batch.

Softmax. Softmax loss consists of a softmax function followed by a multi-class cross-entropy loss. It is formulated as:

$$L_S = -\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \log \frac{e^{\sum_{j=1}^{M} W_{y_i,j} x_i + b_j}}{\sum_{j=1}^{M} e^{\sum_{j=1}^{M} W_{y_i,j} x_i + b_j}},$$  

where $W$ and $b$ are learnable parameters, $x_i$ is the feature vector, $y_i$ is the class label for corresponding $x_i$. Here, $C$ is the number of keyword classes. The loss function does not explicitly enforce intra-class compactness and inter-class separation. We use the softmax loss as the baseline objective function.

AM-Softmax. Additive Margin Softmax (AM-Softmax) loss [24, 25] introduces a margin to the original Softmax Loss. First, the weights and the input vectors are normalised in the softmax loss such that the posterior probability only relies on cosine of the angle between the weights and the input vectors:

$$L_S = -\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \log \frac{e^{\cos(\theta_{y_i,j})}}{\sum_{j=1}^{M} e^{\cos(\theta_{y_i,j})} + \sum_{j \neq y_i} e^{\cos(\theta_{y_i,j})}}.$$  

where $\cos(\theta_{y_i,j})$ is a dot product of normalised vector $W_j$ and $x_i$. 

Our training strategy is divided into pre-training and fine-tuning stages. In the pre-training stage, our model is trained on the proposed LSK dataset containing out-of-domain data to represent spoken words in the discriminative embedding space. In the fine-tuning stage, our model is fine-tuned using only 25 keywords of the in-domain GSC dataset. During fine-tuning, we select the 1,000 most frequent keywords in GSC dataset that are used as the user-defined keywords are removed. Second, the 13 most frequent articles and prepositions which are hard to recognise. Finally, 10 keywords should not be used during the training step.
2.4. Batch Configuration

In each mini-batch, only one pair is positive and the rest are all considered negative pairs. As shown in Fig. 1, a positive pair consists of the same keyword but different audio data, whereas all the negative pairs consist of different keywords. For the prototypical-based networks, at least 2 samples per class per mini-batch are required.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Datasets

Google Speech Commands (GSC). To simulate a real-world deployment scenario, we select GSC dataset, which contains 35 different keywords, as our target domain keyword set. As shown in Table 1, we divide the GSC dataset into pre-defined, unknown, and user-defined splits. Note that only the pre-defined and unknown classes are used during the fine-tuning stage and we consider all classes in unknown split as one class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th># Classes</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1: Google Speech Commands dataset splits for user-defined keyword spotting.

LibriSpeech. LibriSpeech [21] dataset is a widely used speech corpus which contains 1,000-hour spoken sentences along with the corresponding transcripts. We construct our LibriSpeech Keywords (LSK) dataset using all of the training data in LibriSpeech.

Korean Speech Commands. Korean Speech Commands [29] contains a 4,000-hour Korean speech set. We construct our Korean Speech Keywords (KSK) dataset following the same pipeline used for the LSK dataset.

3.2. Evaluation Protocol

We reserve a specific number of samples from each target keyword for enrollment. We use the centroid of the embedding features extracted from the model as the prototype for each class. The model maps the input query signal to the embedding space and makes predictions based on the distance from the embedded features to the prototypes. We conduct experiments with 1, 5, and 10 samples for enrollment, referred to as 1-shot, 5-shot, and 10-shot enrollment, respectively.

The following metrics are employed to evaluate the performance of our system:

Equal Error Rate (EER). For a particular threshold value, two types of error rates are computed to evaluate how accurately the KWS model detects user-defined keywords. FRR indicates the proportion where the target keyword is not detected by the model, and FAR indicates the proportion where non-target keyword is detected as a target keyword. The trade-off between FRR and FAR can be visualised on a DET curve by changing the threshold (See our project page). The Equal Error Rate (EER) is determined where FAR and FRR are equal.

False Rejection Rate (FRR) at given False Alarm Rate (FAR). These metrics represent different operating points on the DET curve described above. In the industry, system designers are often interested in the detection rate for a fixed number of false alarms per hour (e.g., 70% detection rate at 5 false alarms). FRR at given FAR is measured to best simulate this requirement in the experiments.

F1-score. The F1-score combines the precision and recall of a classifier into a single metric by taking their harmonic mean. It is typically used to evaluate binary classification systems.

Accuracy. Accuracy represents the ratio of the number of correct predictions to the number of tests in total in a simple 10-way classification setup.

3.3. Implementation Details

Data preprocessing. We extract a 40-dimensional Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (MFCC) with a 30ms window and 10ms frame shift. To augment the training data, we add diverse noises to the input data using the MUSAN dataset [30] and apply various Room Impulse Response (RIR) filters. The length of audio data is set to 1 second using truncation or zero padding operation.

Training Details. We select the res15 architecture proposed in [31] as our baseline network. The network is optimised by the Adam optimizer [32]. For pre-training, the batch size is set to 256 and the initial learning rate is 10^{-5}. For fine-tuning, the batch size is set to 16 and the learning rate is initialised to 10^{-6}. During both pre-training and fine-tuning, we use a learning rate decay of 0.95 every epoch. Our framework is implemented with PyTorch [33].

4. RESULTS

In this section, we analyse the effects of various objective functions, pre-training methods, and data pre-processing. All models are pre-trained on the LSK dataset and fine-tuned on the GSC dataset unless otherwise stated.

Analysis on Objective Functions. The choice of objective function is paramount in learning effective representations. Table 2 reports the experimental results according to the various loss functions.

When one-stage training is applied without pre-training, the softmax and AM-Softmax show reasonable performance. The AP loss shows weak performance, since the loss requires sufficient number of classes to learn distinctive embeddings, but the limited number of classes in the GSC dataset hinders models’ generalisation. On the other hand, when the pre-training and fine-tuning are performed, the model trained with AP loss in both stages shows the best performance on most metrics. Comparing this model to the baseline model trained with the softmax loss on the only GSC dataset, the performance gap between them stands out.

Effect of Pre-training. As reported in Table 2, the pre-trained models without the fine-tuning stage do not perform well because LSK dataset’s characteristics are different from that of GSC in terms of acoustics and word isolation. When the model is fine-tuned with the softmax loss, the performance of the model deteriorates when compared to the model trained with only the GSC dataset. On the other hand, fine-tuning the model with metric learning-based objective functions enhances the performance of the model. In particular, the model pre-trained and fine-tuned with AP loss outperforms the other models.

In addition, when 1-shot enrollment is conducted, the performance of our best model is even better than that of the baseline [19] which uses 10-shot enrollment.

Ablation on the quantity of pre-training data. We perform ablations on the dataset configuration by changing (1) the number of the samples per keyword, and (2) the number of keywords while maintaining the number of samples per keyword. In both cases, the total number of samples is the same. As shown in Table 3, reducing the number of samples or the number
of classes degrades the KWS performance. The results emphasise that the number of classes is a more important factor for the model to generalise well to unseen user-defined keywords. From this observation, we further enlarge the number of classes by adding the KSK dataset to the LSK dataset. When pre-trained on both datasets, the model gains performance even when the additional dataset is composed of another language.

Qualitative Results. We visualise the embeddings extracted from KWS models on the t-SNE plot [34] in Fig. 2. The plot shows how well our model separates the user-defined keywords for each of the different training strategies. As illustrated in Figs. 2a and 2b, the models trained on the GSC dataset or only pre-trained on the LSK dataset cannot extract distinctive embeddings from the unseen audios. On the other hand, Fig. 2c shows that the proposed training strategy, where the model is pre-trained and fine-tuned sequentially, improves both inter-class compactness and intra-class separation in the embedding space.

Effect of CER-based filtering. We verify the effect of the proposed CER-based filtering method in Table 4. Except for the use of data filtering, all other training details are constant. Comparing the performance, the model trained on the filtered data outperforms the model trained on the unfiltered data. Therefore, we confirm that removing the misaligned audio samples using the filtering process has a positive effect on performance.

Table 2: Experimental results using different loss functions. All numbers are in percent (%) except the F1-score. FRR@FAR=10: False Rejection Rate at False Alarm Rate of 10%; AM-Soft: Additive Margin Softmax loss; AP: Angular Prototypical loss; †: digitized from the DET curve on Figure 9(a) of [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training loss</th>
<th>EER ↓</th>
<th>Acc ↑</th>
<th>F1-score ↑</th>
<th>FRR@FAR=2.5 ↓</th>
<th>FRR@FAR=10 ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-shot</td>
<td>5-shot</td>
<td>10-shot</td>
<td>1-shot</td>
<td>5-shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19] w/ Inc. Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>17.31</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM-Soft</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>20.47</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>30.77</td>
<td>20.64</td>
<td>19.01</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM-Soft</td>
<td>16.91</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>10.47</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM-Soft</td>
<td>34.78</td>
<td>26.87</td>
<td>22.85</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>23.60</td>
<td>15.58</td>
<td>13.80</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>10.88</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM-Soft</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>6.57</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>32.70</td>
<td>24.81</td>
<td>21.01</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM-Soft</td>
<td>8.08</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The effect of pre-training data on final system performance. All numbers are in percent (%) except for F1-score. All experiments in this table utilise the Angular Prototypical (AP) loss.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th># Classes</th>
<th># Samples</th>
<th>EER ↓</th>
<th>Acc ↑</th>
<th>F1-score ↑</th>
<th>FRR@FAR=2.5 ↓</th>
<th>FRR@FAR=10 ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSK</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>94.50</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>94.60</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>95.07</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>95.97</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSK+KSK</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>95.63</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Results with and without the proposed CER-based filtering. All numbers are in percent (%) except for F1-score.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel metric learning-based training strategy for user-defined KWS task to represent spoken keywords in the discriminative embedding space. We collect large-scale out-of-domain keyword data, LSK dataset, to pre-train a model that can be utilised in various KWS-based downstream tasks. Furthermore, we fine-tune the model on in-domain but non-overlapping classes to improve generalisation to the target task.

We provide extensive ablations of the different factors that can affect the user-defined KWS performance. The experiments demonstrate that our best model achieves the state-of-the-art performance on the user-defined KWS task.
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